Long Term Outcome of McIndoe’s Technique for Vaginal Agenesis & Effect on Quality of Life, Sexual Function & Body Image
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Abstract: Vaginoplasty is a surgical procedure whose purpose is to treat vaginal structure defect. Vaginal agenesis is estimated to occur in 1 in 4,000-5,000 live female births. These patients are usually managed by different surgical procedure but the long-term outcome is controversial. Among various methods McIndoe technique has remained most popular, here split thickness skin graft is used to line the neovagina. The main advantages are its simplicity and low morbidity. The disadvantages are graft contraction, fistula formation and need for long-term use of vaginal retainer.
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1. Introduction

Vaginoplasty is a surgical procedure whose purpose is to treat vaginal structure defect. The McIndoe Vaginoplasty is indicated in patients with congenital absence of the vagina, in patients whose vagina must be removed, and in patients with severe stenosis following irradiation therapy. A split-thickness skin graft has traditionally been utilized with this operation.

Vaginal agenesis is estimated to occur in 1 in 4,000-5,000 live female births. These patients are usually managed by different surgical procedure but the long-term outcome is controversial. Among various methods McIndoe technique has remained most popular, here split thickness skin graft is used to line the neovagina. The main advantages are its simplicity and low morbidity. The disadvantages are graft contraction, fistula formation and need for long-term use of vaginal retainer.

The present study has been designed to find out the outcome of vaginoplasty done by McIndoe method where a skin graft on a mold made by sponge and condom has been used for long period to maintain the space and to allow skin graft to takeup. Eleven patients with vaginal agenesis were included.

2. Surgical Procedure

A transverse incision was given on the introitus and then a space was created in between the urethra and bladder in front and rectum behind by blunt finger dissection. The created space is about 12 cm in length and 5 cm in diameter. An intermediate thickness split skin graft was taken from posterior aspect of either thigh & pie-crusting (multiple small holes) done (Figure-1).
A mold made by sponge and condom was created & skin graft placed over the mound & put in the newly created space. The vaginal mold should be soft and flexible. Sponge mold confined to a condom has produced a soft vaginal mold that expands against the graft in a gentle manner without producing points of pressure(figure-2). Excessive pressure could produce necrosis with possible vesicovaginal or rectovaginal fistula formation. 2-3 stitches(figure-3) were given through the inner aspect of the labia over the mold so the mold could not come out.

After 5 days mold was removed. Another freshly prepared mold was placed in the space as before. All the process was repeated weekly for another two/three times. Then the patients were asked to wear the mold continuously for three months and then at night for another three months. Thereafter they were advised for daily dilatation with the
mold or practiced regular coitus. Married women were allowed to perform physical relation after 6 weeks. The patients were advised to come for follow-up after 1 month, 3 month and 6 month.

3. Method/Approach/Study Design

The purpose of this study was to evaluate quality of life, sexual function, and long-term outcome in women after undergoing the McIndoe procedure for vaginal agenesis. This was a retrospective descriptive study of patients who were treated with the McIndoe procedure for vaginal agenesis. Participants answered a structured questionnaire to describe self-reported outcomes in quality of life, sexual function and satisfaction, and body image after the McIndoe procedure. Patient characteristics along with short- and long-term findings were abstracted from the medical record.

4. Discussion

From historical perspective, a variety of non surgical as well as surgical procedures to correct vaginal agenesis have been described. The Frank's technique involves sequential dilatation of the vaginal remnant. The Frank's method is non-surgical however its success has proven variable and unpredictable. The patient needs to be highly motivated and willing to continue long term dilatation. However, awkward positioning and tediousness, possibility of vaginal prolapse, stenosis and eversion are the major drawbacks of this method.8

There are various methods for surgically constructing neovaginas and the difference among the various surgical approaches lies in the tissues used to line the neovagina. The various techniques described are Abbe–McIndoe, McIndoe and Bannister procedure constructing neovagina from bowel segments, pudendal-thigh flaps, fasciocutaneous flaps, gracilismyocutaneous flap, labia minora flaps, flaps raised following tissue expansion of the labial pocket, peritoneum and bladder mucosa, amnion and autologous buccal mucosa graft.

The reconstruction with flaps involves technically complex techniques. Musculocutaneous flaps are sturdy and the gracilis and rectus being the most commonly used muscles. These flaps are sensate but bulky and hairy and require larger dissection to create an adequate space between rectum and the bladder. This bulk is quite often helpful in vaginal reconstruction after radical operations for cancer or after irradiation, but are not the procedure of choice in patients with MRKH syndrome. The failure rate of gracilis flap is high because of tenuous vascularity of the flaps. In pudendal flaps problem is of dehiscence, infection and drainage. Vecchietti’s method and modifications of similar laparoscopic procedure are complicated and technically demanding. All these techniques are associated with discomfort and requires a long period for adequate results. Bowel vaginoplasty utilizing sigmoid colon offers some advantages over skin grafts because of distensibility and self-lubricating property with no tendency for neovagina stenosis but has the drawbacks of a laparotomy with visible scars, possibility of bowel leakage/obstruction and problem of mucous secretion. Autologous buccal mucosa has also been attempted as graft material encouraging results obtained for neovaginoplasty in few studies. However these studies comprised of limited number of patients with no long term follow-ups. Out of the many different approaches available for vaginal reconstruction, the technique proposed by McIndoe has remained till now the most popular and the safest technique for treatment of vaginal agenesis.

5. Results

All the 11 patients responded to the questionnaire. Forty percent patients were married. Average age (±SD) at surgery was 22 ±7 years (range, 16-34 years). Sixty-nine percent (69%) of the respondents stated that the McIndoe procedure improved their quality of life. Ninety-one percent (89%) of the respondents were sexually active, with 65% able to achieve orgasm. Reported self-image was improved in 45% of the women.

6. Conclusion

The McIndoe procedure improves quality of life and sexual satisfaction and provides functional vagina with minimal complications.
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